Bryant Beware: Printing Fees in the Fall

By Sharon Heman
Staff Writer

April 19 to discuss the appropriate course of action for the proposed printing changes.

On Tuesday April 13, Vice President of Student Affairs Dr. De la Cruz said, "The final decision for printing fees has not yet been determined, but we are headed in that direction.

Last year, Bryant Information Technology department researched other schools, similar to Bryant, to determine the best option for Bryant. The Department discovered charging Information Technology fees for allocating a certain number of free copies before the college began charging.

Information Technology has decided to head in the direction of accumulating students with a certain number of copies.

In the fall, before charges are instituted, Information Technology Department will allot students 400 printing copies per semester. Anything used over this specified number, the student will be charged $3.50 per copy. This cap will prevent students from excess waste.

President Quentin Platts, Vice President of Student Affairs Thomas Euler, and Vice President of Information Technology, Arthur Glover are holding a meeting on Monday to discuss the appropriateness of the decision.

Bryant One Card: Access Granted

By Meghan Flanagan
Layout Editor

The percentage of copies taken up by the top 5 printers is approximately 7% of the total printed copies. The Bryant Population is approximately 2800 students.

Rest of Bryant Printing
1,562,073 copies (93%)

Top 5 Printers
114,957 copies (7%)

Installed in the Bello Center.

These photos call directly to Kohler for any problems.

President Quentin Platts, Vice President of Student Affairs Thomas Euler, and Vice President of Information Technology, Arthur Glover are holding a meeting on Monday to discuss the appropriateness of the decision.

Bryant students currently have a card that contains their residence halls, but Bryant is working to make the One Card work as both.

The One Card is a security system in small steps. They want to test how well this system works and as the school budget will allow.

The budge system installed this year in the village system would be able to stand alone. The system, so far, has proven to stand over the past months. Since the system has proven to be successful, the next step is to set up the Bryant One Card as the security card rather than having two separate cards.

Unfortunately, the incoming class of 2006 will be the first to try out the new system. The rest of the classes will continue to use their current cards.

The Bryant College I.D. will be hard-wired for the security system and might receive a new look. Currently, the changes to the I.D. card are required changes. These recommendations include having a colored strip on the card to indicate what class each student is in, a background image of the Bryant College Library, or a smaller image of the picture to ensure protection of the card.

The information on the card will remain the same and this card will be used in the same locations. These recommendations were made by members of the Department of Public Safety and continued up to next level until the Board of Trustees, Financial Office, and the Vice President of Student Affairs receives them and the final decision can be made. The new card will be released in the fall.

Cont'd on page 3

New Clubs to join for Fall '04

By Randy Glaeser
Staff Writer

Are you interested in joining a club or organization but just don't have the time? Well, you might be in luck! Starting in the fall of 2004, these new clubs will be a part of the Bryant College.

These three clubs were recently approved by the student senate. The Valley Trail includes the Swim Team, College Democrats and Legal Studies Society.

For all swimmers out there, Tommy Deskind, founder and president of the Valley Trail including the Swim Team, is actively planning an exciting new club sport. The club has six or seven members already planned for the 2004-2005 year and some members even be at Bryant College.

His plan and goals for the team include having the proper equipment and "Get active in a healthy way." The university promotes the organization while donating to a good cause, Colon Cancer Society.

Various organizations will be promoting the Swim Team throughout the semester as well. "We hope to do a campaign to make sure other students know about the team, even while it is in process," says Deskind. "Most importantly, we are out to have fun, and looking at the individuals already expressing interest, it won't be hard.

For more information on the Valley Trail, you can contact Tommy Deskind at tdh@bryant.edu.

Next, for those interested in politics and next year's elections, the College Democrats want to make Bryant College aware and active politically.

Presidentisher Bush and show them how he is managing our environment and lowering the cost of college. While only average at the moment, our goal is to get students to understand that they can make a difference," says Josh Simms, president of the new College Democrats. For those who are truly interested in making a difference, this organization is open to Bryant students about "President Bush and show them how he is managing our environment and lowering the cost of college. While only average at the moment, our goal is to get students to understand that they can make a difference," says Josh Simms, president of the new College Democrats. For those who are truly interested in making a difference, this organization is open to Bryant students about "President Bush and show them how he is managing our environment and lowering the cost of college. While only average at the moment, our goal is to get students to understand that they can make a difference," says Josh Simms, president of the new College Democrats. For those who are truly interested in making a difference, this organization is open to Bryant students about "President Bush and show them how he is managing our environment and lowering the cost of college. While only average at the moment, our goal is to get students to understand that they can make a difference," says Josh Simms, president of the new College Democrats. For those who are truly interested in making a difference, this organization is open to Bryant students about "President Bush and show them how he is managing our environment and lowering the cost of college. While only average at the moment, our goal is to get students to understand that they can make a difference," says Josh Simms, president of the new College Democrats. For those who are truly interested in making a difference, this organization is open to Bryant students about "President Bush and show them how he is managing our environment and lowering the cost of college. While only average at the moment, our goal is to get students to understand that they can make a difference," says Josh Simms, president of the new College Democrats.
College students sucking it up, living with parents

By David Reynolds

A sluggish economy and increasing tuitions costs are causing more students to move back home, according to Abby White, co-founder of National Life Crisis: The Unknown Challenges of Life in Your Twenties.

Between 1992 and 2002, the cost of public tuition jumped an average of 31 percent, while private school costs shot up 35 percent, according to the National Center for Education Statistics, a branch of the U.S. Department of Education. Some students are having to sacrifice a degree of independence to leave the burden of student loans after graduation.

For others, living at home is the only way to afford a college education. During the 1999-2000 school year, 54 percent of all undergraduates, and 6 percent of all graduate students, lived with their parents or other relatives, according to the National Center for Education Statistics.

Predominantly, an international social conditioning refers to these young adults as "kippers," which stands for Kids In Parents' Pockets. Ending Retirement Savings, since their parents are part of the baby boomer generation, students who move back home also have earned the name "boomerangers." But neither term explains why so many students ignored social stigma and chose to continue their education while living with their parents.

For another student, living at a parent's house is to go to college without letting go of a dream. Chris Truett, 20, has run a music production business out of his parents' basement for two years. Truett, who was raised at home all four years of college. Now, in his second year of graduate school, he still considers his parents' house his home base.

He is working on a master's degree in communications at the New School University in Maryland, he said, managing his own record label is his passion. His business takes most of his spare time and all of his extracurricular activities. "It is what I want to do, what I love doing," he said, "you're sacrificing your privacy." By staying with his parents, he has more money on rent and expenses. Living at home means he has a student account and Thackner often turns to his parents for encouragement. "In the beginning it was one disaster after another," said Thackner. "Starting a business was like "pouring money on the floor," he said. "But for his parents' help, his marriage, or his education, without his parents' help, he would not have survived."

Dr. Christopher Watson, a sociologist of boomerangers, said the technology revolution has made it possible for the rising generation of young people to pursue advanced degrees, until older generations had to make the sacrifices. "When young people have to move home to pursue an education, the transition is often uncomfortable for both parents and young adults. According to Helen DeVries, a psychologist at Western College in Illinois, Watson said this is happening because when young people move home after losing a job or getting a divorce, parents feel the stress of the children's failures. Parents are more accepting of young adults moving home to go back to school because they have to make sacrifices," she said. "Parents get a little nervous when they think about the financial impact."

Byrnn, said Watson, does not mean that it is a "winner-takes-all" environment. However, he added, continuing education provides a time frame for them to have more time with their family. Watson said parents' reactions were affected by their own expectations and what they think is right for the children. It is what parents should be doing. Parents are supportive of kids furthering their education or working toward financial independence.

Moving home may be a pragmatic decision for financially strapped students.

Dr. Byrnn C. Chmelkowski, Knight Rider Newspapers

It was one of those sunburned summer days in Los Angeles when Lisa Garlind, a leading expert on music downloading, arrived for his meeting with a senior media company executive. Rather than talking in the company's air-conditioned offices, the executive led Garlind and his partner through a field and suddenly started playing a soundtrack outdoors.

"Only then did the executive ask his question. "What songs, exactly, are the millions of Napster users illegally downloading?" I just thought, 'This is crazy,' and recalled Garlind, who had to get his laptop up a chair to give his presentation.

The reason for the cloak-and-dagger schemes, which continued from today. "What labels publicly play it Kansas and other file-sharing services for acting piracy, to make sure their services provide an evasion route of what's really popular with fans," Garlind said.

Record-label executives discreetly are setting up undercover music search firms, BigChampagne, and other services to track which songs are uploaded and which new singles to release. Some labels even monitor what people do with their music after they download it to better structure deals with licensed downloading services. The ultimate goal is what is always been in the record business: Sell more music.

"I know of a case where an artist had obviously gone with the writing single and everyone loved it, but rather than play it on the record," said Garlind. "I'm always going to get paid for it, the song is on a record."
Bryant One Card

This card, the most visible sign of the move toward a one-card system on campus, will be introduced on April 18. The card will be debouted if reported stolen or lost, and the student's identification number will be embossed on the card. Students are asked to treat the card with care, as it will be their only identification in the future.

The card will be used for a variety of purposes, including
- Access to academic buildings
- Access to dormitories
- Access to the gym
- Access to the library
- Access to the dining halls

In addition, the card will be used for the following purposes:
- Payment for meals
- Payment for transportation
- Payment for utilities

The card will be issued to all students, and it will be the only identification required for access to campus facilities.

The card will be introduced on April 18, and it will be available to all students by the end of the semester. The card will be a combination of plastic and metal, and it will be embossed with the student's identification number and name.

The card will be issued to all students, and it will be the only identification required for access to campus facilities. The card will be available to all students by the end of the semester.
By Rachel Harper
Class of 2004

The organization known as Students in Free Enterprise (SIFE) has worked hard all year planning and executing community service projects. These organization's accomplishments are presented at all SIFE competitions which are held annually.

These worldwide competitions draw together thousands of students and business leaders to pay tribute to these extraordinary educational outreach projects. Bryant SIFE is one of the best. Founded in the fall of 2000 by Bryant students and an academic advisor on campus, SIFE in general is an internationally recognized not-for-profit organization driven by highly dedicated student teams on more than 1,000 university campuses in 40 countries.

On Tuesday, April 9th Bryant SIFE was named 2004 Harri Todd Regional Champions. They were one out of two teams who were chosen to advance to the National Exposition in Kansas City, which will take place on May 25.

This is the fourth consecutive year in a row Bryant SIFE has won the Regional Championship and advanced to the National. On May 25, one team from over 100 competitors will advance to the SIFE World Cup which will be held in Barcelona, Spain at the end of September 2004.

The Bryant students who presented their annual portfolio were Daniel Duttenhofer, Nicole Spero, Michelle Clarke, Brian Sergeant, and Julie Susan. Cory Robinson provided a flash presentation and technical assistance. The mentioned students presented a business formal presentation on the projects completed throughout the year. These projects have focused on teaching others about the various aspects of the business world and the world of free enterprise.

One project was their Credit Crisis project and members prepared a pamphlet or credit stories and distributed it to other Bryant students. Another project was a Business Simulation project, where students taught 5th graders all the aspects of creating and running a business based in the gaming console industry.

A third project was "Ethics in Action," and members went to a High School to educate students on ethical business practices. They presented these three recent real-world scenarios.

Their team's victory is attributed to the help of some Bryant faculty, their advisor, Dr. Kenneth Souza and their 40 active members that worked hard all year to make their project a success.

FYI
Did You Know...

- Use your Bryant One Card to purchase Coca-Cola products in all halls and by doing so, you have the chance to win various denominations of points or the grand prize, which is a trip for two to Cancun. Drink up... you could be that lucky winner!

- Register for the 2004 Entrepreneurial Extravaganza! April 30 and May 1, 2004. Open to all students, faculty, alumni and the Bryant community. Present your business ideas today before they sell out at http://www.epeextravaganza.com. Keynote speakers include Ted Turner, Media Visionary and Primatepotad, Amy Harry, from the Apprentice and David Netterman, the CEO of JetBlue Airways. The elevator pitch competition-pitch your business idea in two minutes or less. First prize: $1500 Second prize: $500 Third prize: $250. The case study competition-teams of students are presented with a business case study and then make a 10-minute presentation to a panel of judges. First prize $2000 Second prize $1500 Third prize $500.

- Support the Bryant Racquetball Team by purchasing raffle tickets. Prices vary from food gift certificates to Red Sox tickets. Tickets are $1 per ticket. They can be purchased April 13-May 10. Raffle winners will be announced May 10 in Plaito at 6 p.m.

Attention Students:
Start Earning Cash Now!

Work Part Time Now and Full Time in the Summer!

Must be at least 18 years of age. No experience necessary. Work as a Machine Operator or Shipper in a fast paced automated environment producing bakery products. Limited positions available.

Potential to earn $14.35/hr, incentive pay ($12.55/hr to start)!! $1/hr differential!! We will work around your school schedule!!

Check out our great summer program!!!

Opportunity to qualify for an end of summer bonus! Average student bonus of $400!

Great schedules to choose from!

3 Days Off Per Week!! (8 hour shifts)

or 4 Days Off Per Week!! (10 or 12 hour shifts)

Schedules are Sun/Mon/Tue or Tue/Fri/Sat!!!

Shifts start at 11:00 am, 1:00 pm, 11:00 pm or 1:00 am.

To apply, call Gold Medal Bakery at 1-800-642-7568, ext. 709 or email at parent@goldmedalbakery.com

What is your next step?

Have you thought about graduate school in Boston?

Our Admissions Office at Northeastern University has been top-ranked by U.S. News & World Report as the nation's leading university that integrates a full range of undergraduate and graduate programs with the world's most powerful companies. Northeastern University is one of the nation's top employers of student intern and co-op programs. We offer a variety of master's degrees and doctoral programs in areas such as:

- Bioinformatics, Biotechnology
- Business, Accounting
- Computer Science
- Criminal Justice
- Engineering, Information Systems, Telecommunications, Systems Management
- Health Sciences, Pharmacy, Nursing
- School Counseling, School Social Work
- Humanities & Social Sciences
- Education, Journalism
- Public Administration, Political Science
- Physics, Chemistry

Most part time, master's programs are rolling admissions, so apply early!

Begin your search of our graduate information sessions at our Boston campus. Learn about our programs, how to apply, and financial aid. Northeastern University Graduate School, 232 Huntington Ave., Boston, MA 02115.

March 23, 2004: 6:00pm - 7:00pm

April 21, 2004: 6:00pm - 7:00pm

For more information, all online that events, or to RSVP for an event:

Visit: www.gradstudents.northeastern.edu
Call: 1-617-373-5890

Department of Public Safety Log

VANDALISM (RES)  
MAR 29 2004 14:40  
A reported broken window in a residence hall

VANDALISM (AUTO)  
APR 1 2004 15:45  
Broken side mirror in the hall 16 lot.

VANDALISM (AUTO)  
APR 2 2004 07:00  
Damage was done to the side mirror of a car.

VANDALISM (RES)  
APR 2 2004 11:37  
An RD reports a broken window in a room.

DISORDERLY APR 6  
2004 at 12:00  
A student was arrested for disorderly conduct.

ACCIDENT (MVA)  
APR 7 2004 at 11:55  
Student reports an accident which occurred at about 0845 in the commuter parking lot.

VANDALISM (AUTO)  
APR 9 2004 at 03:07  
An RA inside Hall 14 reports that he heard glass breaking in the Hall 15 lot. He went out to find 3 cars with the rear windows smashed out.

ACCIDENT (MVA)  
APR 10 2004 at 01:21  
A vehicle rolled over on the Senior Apartment road, no serious injuries. SPD notified and responding.

EMT CALL  
APR 10  
2004 at 01:21  
SPD requests a rescue for a injured subject, involved in a motor vehicle accident on the townhouse roadway. SPD arrived with Medics 3 and Engine 2. Medics transported subject to Fatima Hospital.
Bulldogs Lead the Pack in the Northeast-10 Conference

By Meghan Lowell

Bryant College softball is swinging away and topping the Northeast-10 conference. Bryant is currently in first place in the conference. The team’s overall record is 13-5 and 4-1 in the conference. They have defeated teams like Iowa Wesleyan, St. Ambrose, St. Rose, American International, CW Post, American International, Springfield College, and Franklin Pierce. Recently, the team faced Framingham State University, Springfield College, and Pace. The team unfortunately found themselves in a winning streak when Pace took the win.

Against Southern Connecticut, the team swept the previous four games, back to back with home games with scores of 7-1 and 1-0. The first game was the season-high five runs, the lowest runs in the sixth when Nicole Keene, who was playing right field instead of centerfield, was replaced by Jordan Dargan. The seniors scored four runs on the bottom of the inning and held on to the win for the rest of the game by definitively holding the O’Keeffe to no extra runs. The win was secured by pitcher Nikki Leglise who was 1-2-3 in the seventh inning.

The second game of the doubleheader was called after 5 innings. The Bulldogs lost the game 4-1 with a score of 4-0. Dame Cummings solidly pitched from the mound for the team. The seniors had only 6 hits and took the home victory. Next the team went on to face Pace who ended their winning streak by losing 2-1. The team’s only runs in the first game were scored by Amanda Wilbur who had an RBI, followed by Emily Smith who had an RBI single. This was their score of 2-1 in favor of the Bulldogs. Pace hit a two-run inner off of Keene to increase their lead. In the last inning Pace went 1-2-3 on defense to capture the win.

The third game against Pace was looking hopeful for the Bulldogs in the second inning when they jumped a 2-0 lead over their opponents. This was followed up with a hit by Leglise that would bring Dargan and Wilbur around to score. lesions at 3-1, Kelly Keene, who was the tying run for the Bulldogs, was left on second base, while Carrie Catanza reached first base.

The Bulldogs rallied in the seventh inning when the score was 1-0 in favor of the Ravens. Bryant came out on top and finished with a score of 4-2. Wilbur hit a RBI-double that would score Nicole Keene. After reaching base on a single hit, Connor scored after a wild pitch that would pass the Raven pitcher. This run would be scored by Wilbur who would be sent home by Delaney Kittredge who grounded out.

Connor pitched a complete game. Bryant had only 8 hits and 2 runs. This is their fourth win in the season. The sophomore pitchers are key to their many. They are a major component to the team’s success. Freshman Nikki Leglise is pitching consistently in her first year in a Bulldog uniform. Dame Cummings is also solidly pitching from the mound.

Junior Nicole Keene takes the time when it comes to pitching. She is a constant name in the Northeast-10. She recently was named Player of the Week in the conference. She also pitched a no-hitter against Assumption, which is the third in her career. She is also very consistent at the plate but specifically it is at the top of the Browns this season. Amanda Wilbur was recently named Freshman of the Week. She had a batting average of .500 with four doubles, a triple, and 16 RBIs in only 8 games. She is fourth for RBIs at 17 and stolen bases at 5 in the conference for runs scored at 15. On the team, she has an overall average of .367. She is fifth in hitting with 17 RBIs and .367 batting average.

Junior Lauren Friedrich said, “Together Bryant Softball, as a team, has achieved great success in a short amount of time. We are excited about the opportunity andセット the next. With a dream of winning the Championship, we have raised the bar and will continue to strive for excellence.”

In the rain, the rain was held off and Bryant Bulldogs can bring home more victories.

25 Years and Still Kicking

By Shawnne Neiner Staff Writer

The Bryant Karate team 25th year has been exciting and challenging. The team has held many events to support and raise the Bryant community. The team has remained an integral part of the Northeast and a women’s defense class.

Additionally, Bryant karate has been able to do demonstrations during the Special Olympics. Their coach Bob Ronn has been the coach since the beginning. Coach Ronn and his team have been able to perform tricks and even involve his team members in his team and college.

The Bryant University AAA tournament on campus. This style of tournaments is one of the highest standings. The team has been able to get involved in the northeast and Canada.

The next fix within the karate team has pancreas in their 5 or 6 other highly classified tournaments. The team is extremely competitive and ranks high during their events. The Bryant karate team has entered and a well-known competitive class.

The karate team has been able to perform at the National Karate League, which is one of the top in the state. The team also has been able to travel to the Black Hills in the fourth year of college. Bryant karate is the AAA tournament on campus. This style of tournaments is one of the highest standings. The team has been able to get involved in the northeast and Canada.

The Bryant Karate team 25th year has been exciting and challenging. The team has held many events to support and raise the Bryant community. The team has remained an integral part of the Northeast and a women’s defense class.

Additionally, Bryant karate has been able to do demonstrations during the Special Olympics. Their coach Bob Ronn has been the coach since the beginning. Coach Ronn and his team have been able to perform tricks and even involve his team members in his team and college.

The Bryant University AAA tournament on campus. This style of tournaments is one of the highest standings. The team has been able to get involved in the northeast and Canada.

The next fix within the karate team has pancreas in their 5 or 6 other highly classified tournaments. The team is extremely competitive and ranks high during their events. The Bryant karate team has entered and a well-known competitive class.

The karate team has been able to perform at the National Karate League, which is one of the top in the state. The team also has been able to travel to the Black Hills in the fourth year of college. Bryant karate is the AAA tournament on campus. This style of tournaments is one of the highest standings. The team has been able to get involved in the northeast and Canada.

Bulldog Bites: Weekly Athlete Scoreboard

By Meghan Lowell

Baseball

The team went 3-2 last week in Bucknell, they split with both Southern New Hampshire University and Merrimack. The 3-2 split with both Southern New Hampshire University and Merrimack. In the third game, SNHU, with a score of 3-1. The team went on to win the match by 9-3. The game was held by BJ Gonzalez which was won by Mike Roche. Mike Roche was the most striking and hit 3 triples. The team was able to score a total of 3 runs on the field.

Football

Bulldogs Lead the Pack in the Northeast-10 Conference

The second game of the series was played against Towson University. The Bulldogs finished the score of 6-1. David Rappado pitched a solid game with only five hits in 8 innings. Pitching reliever Jordan Smith went on to win the game and to rally that the Penguins began he would be close to the mound.

Darnell Crowley went 3 for 3, as well as 2 RBIs. Adams Rosario went 2 for 5, but scored 2 runs for the win. Mike Roche was also solid in a home run. The team also went 1-2 with Merrimack. The first game ended with a 1-0 win for Bryant. The second game also ended in favor of Bryant with a score of 6-1. The third game ended with a 3-0 loss against the Bulldogs.

Game one of the series was a thrilling weekend as the defense and defense was solid. Rowan, Rochester, and Kevinian were key for the Bulldogs at bat, while Paul Norwalkowski and Kevin McKenna kept up a solid shield of defense. The Bulldogs had no errors in the second game.

Stephen Shinn allowed only five hits while on the mound. This is his second shoutout of the season and his third complete game. The team’s record is out seven and only one walked batter.

Men’s Lacrosse

Last week the team went 1-4 with a loss against Drexel and a win against CW Post. The scores were 13-10 and 12-10. The loss dropped the team to 3-4 on the season.

Sorority for the team were Andrew Serge, Steve Copepper, Jon Young, Jon Alwood, and Janie Fastfood.

The team also faced off against CW Post. Younging tallied four more goals on the season and his third complete game. The team’s record is out seven and only one walked batter.

Women’s Lacrosse

The team defeated Bentley with a score of 9-6 under the lights. Shuan Lee, Andrea Gallant, and Marta Lawrence. This win improved their record to 3-4 overall and 4-1 in the conference.
If you are interested in stating an opinion that is pertinent with Bryant, please send your email to archway@bryant.edu or just stop by The Archway office in the Bryant Center on the 3rd Floor.

The Archway

Opinion

STUDENTS SPEAK OUT

"Sometimes people are drawn to controversy just because they want to see it as the first place."

Jenna Clifford '06

"The film is being helped by coming out during Lent."

Rob Little '07

"This movie shows that flesh isn’t something that’s always up front but when you look closely, it’s clear what people lead to induce to have religion."

Vruty Patel ‘07

"People are idiots and are making a big deal out of nothing."

Dave Santore ’07

"It has done so well because it’s extremely moving for certain individuals."

Samantha Alongi ‘07

"It gives people a chance to affirm their beliefs."

Anthony Fornari ’06

Compiled By Steven Proulx

Hip Hop’s History: “Hip Hop Videos Gone Wild”

By Raymond Raymond

Staff Columnist

Class I know this week's discussion may lose some readers, but I have to talk about the topic because it is one of concern by some readers. Nokleby, the Associated Press, wrote an article about Hip-Hop videos going wild. This is definitely a point as we see the "barely clad women that are bouncy-shaking, grinding and gyrating on B.E.T. during the day." Yes, she has a point things get a lot more racy after 11 p.m. as "the freaks come out at night."

While outright nudity is hinted at, the videos do contain enough sexual content to make R. Kelly blush, writes Moody. It bothers me that these videos do not aside a lot of the young men of the Hip-Hop generation. We have to open up the conversation and we see Ludacris, "Booty Poppin'" video with his close-ups of jiggling posteriors as women bare themselves in a strip club. While the most video displays women shaking so wildly that bikinis fall off and many grab their various body parts, followed by women confining sex acts amongst themselves as in "Nelly's," "Tip Drill" video. Ludacris, "Booty Poppin'" video by Moody saying, "Everybody's doing these."

I think it’s a half step promotional tool, as he is probably close to being the godfather to some disgraceful music videos. I do not know how other ethnic groups are not affected by the early 90's video with women in bikinis but jigglers did not have me gazing in the television. Since Tupac Shakur, rest his soul, did the "How Do Ya Want It," video featuring real porn stars, has led to the Snooky Boogies and Lil' Jon of the world to promote sexual acts that actually feature sexual acts going on occurring. Moody articulates how "before, artists were mostly making sexually oriented material for the underground market — providing them to strip clubs, or selling them as part of videos or DVDs.

Now, they’re bringing them directly to television, through places like "B.E.T. Uncut" and the Playboy network. And more outlets are growing for those who want to see more — or less — than a bikini."

"It’s almost like the other videos are like hoary and the uncen videos are the sex themselves," says video director Nzingha Stewart, who has directed clips for artists ranging from C.N.B to Common to Jon Snow. People let us get a twisted that it is only limited to mpg, because videos such as this were featured by rock groups such as Motley, Crue, who did the video, "Girls, Girls, Girls,". Let us not forget Madonna, who’s video "Erotica" showed her baring it all but lets talk about Hip-Hop, because that is my passion. I cannot watch one video where there is not a full figure black woman "ditty dancing" in her "booty poppin."

"Nor can I see a video where the close up is on her face and not her rear. It is ok for me to see how beautiful her face is but judge her by the size of the junk at the front."

What was the purpose of Nelly, swinging a credit card between a women's buttocks? "Even Hip Hop of Outkast -- an avid stripper who has a stripper pole built into his house -- has been taken shock by some of the content," writes Moody. "Some of it is getting really disturbing — it’s like giving it a bad taste, it’s really explaining women," he says. "What they are doing now it’s kind of like soft porn. I saw a woman with her head in her left hand, that's all, with one hand it is glazed."

"Therefore, if we want to have a chance to put it off for one day... I didn't even know they could make a video that way."

"Stephen Hill, a senior vice president for BET, and "Uncen" is for adult eyes only, and we get to watch before the naughty videos are. Any kid up at 3 o'clock in the morning, their biggest problem is not BET."

However, Stewart criticizes uncensored videos equal negative stereotypes says, "I don't think there should be necessarily be censorship of the images of women, but it's an extremely one-sided look at women. There's no other images to counteract it. I can't tell you the last video I saw where a black woman had a job, and that's really more our experience not necessarily be censorship of the images of women, but it's an extremely one-sided look at women."

"The Archway is the student newspaper of Bryant University. The views expressed in this column are those of the writer. The Archway assumes no responsibilities for the views expressed in this column."

Staff writer: Remy Dymond, assistant editor; Kristin McCarney, assistant editor; Victor/Ike, assistant editor; Eric Zeno, assistant editor; and Sherri Ann, assistant editor.

The Archway is printed by the T & L Press of Southfield, MA.
Great Bands You (Probably) Haven’t Heard Or Ever Heard Of Yet #16: Sound Tribe Sector 9

By Christian Collard

Sound Tribe Sector 9 are “the” band to watch in 2004. One of the most unique experiences in progressive music, STS9 has been taking the nation by storm since the release of its self-titled debut album in late March to crack up the 2004 touring circuit.

For their spring tour, the Tribe will hit the eastern part of the country with a full slate of concerts. Playing five sometimes six nights in a row, this tour is well known as the band’s biggest tour stop to date. Membersinventory DJ sets before the two live sets by the band to keep their fans’ energy high throughout the entire tour. The Tribe members spinning DJ sets before the two live sets by the band to keep their fans’ energy high throughout the entire tour.

Sound Tribe Sector 9 is a band that combines elements of electronic, orchestral, and instrumental music, creating a unique sound that is both refreshing and inspiring. Their virtuosic musicianship and innovative use of instruments have established them as a force to be reckoned with in the world of music.

The group's latest release, “Arktic16: The Dance of the Unseen” is a testament to their musical prowess and creativity. The album features a wide range of musical styles and incorporates elements of electronic, orchestral, and instrumental music, creating a unique sound that is both refreshing and inspiring. The album's title, “Arktic16: The Dance of the Unseen,” refers to the band's ability to create a sense of mystery and intrigue through their music, inviting listeners to explore the music's hidden depths and meanings.

“On Film” by Charles Crowley, Class of 2005

Elegy, 8 allegro

A celebration

Of the photographs

On film, you can be caught,

And rendered

Of deepest,

Red

And

Pink

As though

Ambushed

Into light-years

But Ugly

Admittedly,

A work of

Folksy

The tendency

To which,

I have been

Misted

And

Instructed against

Far in

The recollection

Of Memory,

There can be no

Mourning

Over

Grimning pictures

As however

Near or

The distance itself

Is quite

Imagery

And not to be

Exaggerated

A gulf of tears

Rane Sews the Hope Seed at Bryant

By Brian C. McCall

What perfect weather to enjoy the music. On a Sunday afternoon, the audience gathered in the outdoor amphitheater at Bryant for what was expected to be a memorable experience.

The performance began with a haunting opening number, “The Dreamer,” setting the mood for the rest of the evening. The audience was captivated by the intense passion and emotion displayed by the performers. As the night wore on, the energy in the air continued to build, reaching its peak with the final encore, “The Last Time.”

The atmosphere was electric, with the performers and audience alike immersed in the music. Despite the challenges of playing live, the performers delivered a flawless performance, leaving the audience in awe.

In the wake of this unforgettable experience, the audience was left with a newfound appreciation for the power of music and its ability to bring people together. The hope seed sown at Bryant left a lasting impression, reminding us all of the magic that can be created when we come together to share a common love for music.
you are having trouble understanding something your professor is teaching. everyone else in the class seems to get it, what do you do? answer the question, compare your opinions with others, explore what matters at pwc.com/lookhere.

roll-on courage